Awesome Apple Braid Bread (Recipe)
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Whenever we feature home baked bread recipes on K.W.N, almost without exception they go down really well. If there is one thing for sure, you guys like your home baked bread! If you want to check out the other delicious bread recipes we have featured, just use the K.W.N search facility at the top of the page and search: bread.

Today's bread is apple braid bread. It is basically rolled out dough which is then filled and braided with an apple pie like filling made from fresh apples. I guess you could also use apple pie jam if you have some canned up, ready to go. If you want to give it a go, head over to 'Eat, Live, Run' on the
link below and get the recipe and baking instructions. Check out the photos of the finished, sliced loaf. If that doesn't make you want to make it, I don't know what will!
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